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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 32 (1996), 307 { 316PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLEFUNCTORS ON FIBERED MANIFOLDSW.M. MikulskiTo Ivan Kolar, on the occasion of his 60th birthday.Abstract. The complete description of all product preserving bundle functors onbered manifolds in terms of natural transformations between product preservingbundle functors on manifolds is given.0. About 1985, Eck [1], Luciano [4] and Kainz and Michor [2] obtained thecomplete description of all product preserving bundle functors on manifolds interms of the Weil bundles [6] by Morimoto [5].In this note we present the complete description of all product preserving bundlefunctors on bered manifolds in terms of natural transformations between productpreserving bundle functors on manifolds.The category of smooth manifolds and their smooth maps will be denoted byM. The category of smooth bered manifolds and their smooth bered maps willbe denoted by FM. The denition of bundle functors on a category over mani-folds can be found in the fundamental monograph by Kolar, Michor and Slovak[3].All manifolds are assumed to be nite dimensional, without boundaries andsmooth, i.e. of class C1. Maps between manifolds are assumed to be smooth, i.e.of class C1.1. This item consists of some examples concerning (not necessarily productpreserving) bundle functors. In these examples we build a "machinary" which weuse (in Item 2) to give the above mentioned full description. All constructionspresented in the examples are canonical.In the rst example we show how a natural transformation  : G! H betweenbundle functors on manifolds induces canonically a bundle functor G  H onbered manifolds.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 58A05.Key words and phrases: product preserving bundle functors, natural transformations.This paper is partially supported by the Grant No. 2P03A02410 .
308 W.M. MIKULSKI1.1. Example. Let  = fMg : G! H be a natural transformation between twobundle functors G;H :M!FM. We dene a bundle functor G H : FM!FM as follows.Given a bered manifold  : X ! Y we have two mapsG(Y ) Y  ! H(Y ) H()     H(X)between manifolds. They are transversal asH() is a surjective submersion. Hencewe have the pull-back diagramG(Y )Y ;H(Y );H() H(X) p2    ! H(X)p1??y ??yH()G(Y ) Y    ! H(Y )with smooth maps. We put(1:1) (G H)() := G(Y )Y ;H(Y );H() H(X) :Let pGH = pHX  p2 : (G  H)() ! X, where pHX : H(X) ! X is the bundleprojection of H.It remains to dene G H on bered maps.Let f : X ! X be a bered map from  : X ! Y into  : X ! Y . Letf : Y ! Y denote the corresponding base map. Since  is a natural transformationand H is a functor, we have the following commutative diagrams of maps:G(Y ) Y    ! H(Y )G(f )??y ??yH(f )G(Y ) Y    ! H(Y ) ; H(Y ) H()      H(X)H(f)??y ??yH(f)H(Y )      H() H(X) :Hence we have the induced by G(f ) and H(f) smooth (pull-back) map (G H)(f) : (G H)()! (G  H)(),(1:2) (G H)(f) = the restriction of G(f) H(f) :The correspondence G  H as above is a bundle functor FM ! FM. If Gand H are product preserving, then so is G H.Let  : G! H be an another natural transformation between bundle functorsG;H :M ! FM and let (; ) be a pair of natural transformations  = fMg :G! G and  = fMg : H ! H such that the following diagram(1:3) G(M ) M    ! G(M )M??y ??yMH(M ) M    ! H(M )
PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLE FUNCTORS ON FIBERED MANIFOLDS 309is commutative for any manifold M . Then we dene a natural transformation ;  : G H ! G H as follows.Given a bered manifold  : X ! Y we have the following commutative dia-grams of maps:G(Y ) Y    ! H(Y )Y??y ??yYG(Y ) Y    ! H(Y ) ; H(Y ) H()      H(X)Y??y ??yXH(Y )      H() H(X) :(The rst diagram is commutative by the assumption and the second one is com-mutative as  is a natural transformation.) Hence we have the induced by Y andX smooth (pull-back) map ( ; ) : (G H)()! (G H)(),(1:4) ( ; ) = the restriction of Y  X :The family  ;  = f( ; )g : G H ! G H is a natural transfor-mation.In second example we show how a bundle functor F on bered manifolds inducescanonically a natural transformation F : GF ! HF between bundle functors onmanifolds. We need some preparations.From now on we x a one-point manifold pt.Any manifold M determines bered manifolds idM : M ! M (the identitymap) and ptM : M ! pt. Any map f : M ! N can be considered as beredmaps (FM-morphisms) f : idM ! idN , f : ptM ! ptN and f : idM ! ptN .Consequently, we have two functors i(1); i(2) :M!FM given by(1:5) i(1)(M ) := idM ; i(1)(f) := f i(2)(M ) := ptM ; i(2)(f) := ffor any manifold M and any map f : M ! N , and a natural transformationid : i(1) ! i(2) consisting of FM-morphisms(1:6) idM : idM ! ptMfor any manifoldM . Of course, functors i(1) and i(2) are product preserving.1.2. Example. Let F : FM ! FM be a bundle functor. We dene a naturaltransformation F : GF ! HF between two bundle functors on manifolds asfollows.Composing functor F with functors i(1) and i(2) we obtain (as easily seen) twobundle functors onM(1:7) GF := F  i(1) ; HF := F  i(2) :
310 W.M. MIKULSKIIf F is product preserving, then so are GF and HF .Lifting the natural transformation (1.6) to F we obtain a natural transformationF : GF ! HF(1:8) FM := F (idM ) : GF (M )! HF (M )for any manifoldM .Let F : FM ! FM be another bundle functor and let  = fg : F ! Fbe a natural transformation. We dene two natural transformations  = fMg :GF ! GF and  = fMg : HF ! HF by(1:9) M := i(1)(M) : GF (M )! GF (M ) ; M := i(2)(M) : HF (M )! HF (M )for any manifoldM . The following diagram(1:10) GF (M ) M    ! GF (M )FM??y ??yFMHF (M ) M    ! HF (M )is commutative for any manifold M . (For, F (idM )  i(1)(M) = i(2)(M)  F (idM)as  is a natural transformation.)In the next example we construct a natural transformation F ! GF F HF .1.3. Example. Let F : FM ! FM be a bundle functor. Let F : GF ! HFbe the natural transformation as in Example 1.2. Let GF F HF : FM! FMbe the bundle functor as in Example 1.1 for F instead of . We dene a naturaltransformation  = fg : F ! GF F HF as follows.Let  : X ! Y be a bered manifold. Then(1:11) (GF F HF )() = F (idY )F (idY );F (ptY );F () F (ptX) ;where the FM-morphisms idY : idY ! ptY and  : ptX ! ptY are determinedby idY and  respectively. From the functoriality of F it follows that the imageof the system of maps (F (); F (idX)) : F () ! F (idY )  F (ptX), where theFM-morphisms  :  ! idY and idX :  ! ptX are determined by  and idXrespectively, is contained in (GF F HF )(). (For, the composition of  :  !idY with idY : idY ! ptY is equal to the composition of idX :  ! ptX with : ptX ! ptY .) We set(1:12)  := (F (); F (idX)) : F ()! (GF F HF )()  F (idY )  F (ptX) ;where the FM-morphisms  :  ! idY and idX :  ! ptX are determined by and idX respectively.
PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLE FUNCTORS ON FIBERED MANIFOLDS 311The family  = fg : F ! GF F HF is a natural transformation.In the next example we present a relationships between a natural transformation : G! H and the natural transformation corresponding to G H.1.4. Example. Let  : G! H be a natural transformation between two bundlefunctors G;H : M ! FM. Let G  H : FM ! FM be the correspondingbundle functor as in Example 1.1. Let o : oG ! oH be the corresponding naturaltransformation as in Example 1.2 for F = G H. Then(1:13) oG(M ) = f(a; (a)) j a 2 G(M )g  G(M )H(M ) ;(1:14) oH(M ) = f(b; c) 2 G(pt)H(M ) j pt(b) = H(ptM )(c)g  G(pt)H(M ) ;(1:15) oM = the restriction of G(ptM )H(idM) :For any manifoldM we dene OM : oG(M )! G(M ),(1:16) OM := the restriction of the usual projection.The family O = fOMg : oG! G is a natural equivalence.For any manifoldM we dene QM : oH(M )! H(M ),(1:17) QM := the restriction of the usual projection.The family Q = fQMg : oH ! H is a natural transformation. It is a naturalequivalence if and only if pt : G(pt)! H(pt) is a dieomorphism. (For, if Qpt isa dieomorphism, then so is pt. If pt is a dieomorphism, then (of course) so isQM .)The following diagram(1:18) oG(M ) OM    ! G(M )oM??y ??yMoH(M ) QM    ! H(M )is commutative for any manifoldM .Now, we present a very importrant modication of Example 1.1, a basic model.1.5. Example. Given a natural transformation  : G ! H between bundlefunctors onM such that pt : G(pt)! H(pt) is a dieomorphism we modify thebundle functor G H of Example 1.1 as follows.
312 W.M. MIKULSKIFor any bered manifold  : X ! Y we put(1:19) T () = 8><>: G(M ) if  = idM for a manifoldMH(M ) if  = ptM for a manifoldM(G H)() otherwise :Then T() is a bered manifold overX. We also dene I : T()! (GH)()by(1:20) I = 8><>: O 1M if  = idM for a manifoldMQ 1M if  = ptM for a manifoldMid(GH)() otherwise ;where OM : oG(M ) = (G  H)(idM ) ! G(M ) and QM : oH(M ) = (G H)(ptM )! H(M ) are as in Example 1.4.There exists one and only one bundle functor T  : FM ! FM such that thefamily I = fIg : T ! G H is a natural equivalence.If G and H are product preserving, then so is T.If  : G ! H is another natural transformation such that pt is a dieomor-phism and (; ) is a pair of natural transformations  = fMg : G ! G and = fMg : H ! H such that the diagram (1.3) is commutative for any manifoldM , then we dene a natural transformation ~(; ) = f ~(; )g : T ! T given bythe compositions(1:21) ~(; ) : T() I ! (G H)() (;)      ! (G H)() I 1  ! T ()for any bered manifold .Functor T has the following very importrant property.The natural transformation F : GF ! HF corresponding to F = T in thesense of Example 1.2 is equal to , i.e.(1:22) F =  ; if F = T :(It follows from the fact that the diagram (1.18) is commutative.) In other words,T is an "extension" of .1.6. Example. Let F : FM ! FM be a bundle functor. Let F : GF ! HFbe the corresponding natural transformation as in Example 1.2. Assume that Fptis a dieomorphism. Then we have the bundle functor T F : FM ! FM andthe natural equivalence I : T F ! GF F HF as in Example 1.5 for  = F . Onthe other hand in Example 1.3 we have constructed the natural transformation : F ! GF F HF . Therefore we have a natural transformation  = fg :F ! TF given by the compositions(1:23)  : F ()   ! GF F HF I 1  ! TF ()
PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLE FUNCTORS ON FIBERED MANIFOLDS 313for any bered manifold .2. In this item we restrict ourselves to product preserving bundle functorsonly. We give the full description of product preserving bundle functors on beredmanifolds in terms of natural transformations between product preserving bundlefunctors on manifolds.We start with the proof of the following classication theorem.2.1. Theorem. (1) Let F : FM! FM be a product preserving bundle functor.Then the described in Example 1.6 natural transformation  = fg : F ! TFis a natural equivalence.(2) If  : G ! H is a natural transformation between two product preservingbundle functors G;H : M ! FM and  is the natural transformation as inExample 1.6 for F = T, where T : FM ! FM is as in Example 1.5, then = fg : T ! T and  = idT() for any bered manifold .(3) If  : G! H is a natural transformation between product preserving bundlefunctors G;H : M ! FM, then the described in Example 1.5 bundle functorT : FM ! FM is the unique up to natural equivalence product preservingbundle functor on bered manifolds such that the described in Example 1.2 naturaltransformation F : GF ! HF corresponding to F = T is equal to .Proof. (ad 1) Let  : X ! Y be a bered manifold. It is sucient to showthat the described in Example 1.3 natural transformation  : F ()! (GF FHF )() is a dieomorphism for any bered manifold .Using the standard argument with bered manifold charts one can assume that : Rn Rm ! Rn, the projection onto the rst factor.Since the bundle functors GF F HF and F are product preserving and thebered manifold  : Rn  Rm ! Rn is the (multi)product of bered manifoldsidR and ptR, we can assume that  = idR or  = ptR.At rst we assume that  = idR. From (1.11) it follows that the manifold(GF F HF )(idR) is a submanifold in the product F (idR)F (ptR) of manifoldsand(GF F HF )(idR) = f(a; F (idR)(a)) 2 F (idR) F (ptR) j a 2 F (idR)g ;where idR : idR ! ptR (on the righ-hand side of the formula) is the FM-morphismdetermined by idR. By (1.12),idR = (F (idR); F (idR)) : F (idR)! (GF F HF )(idR) ;the system of maps, where idR : idR ! idR and idR : idR ! ptR are the FM-morphisms determined by idR. Since idR : idR ! idR is the identity morphismon idR, we have(2:1) idR (a) = (a; F (idR)(a))
314 W.M. MIKULSKIfor any a 2 F (idR). Hence idR is a dieomorphism.It remains to assume that  = ptR. The proof in this case is similar as for = idR. We leave the details to the reader.(ad 2) The fact  : T ! T follows from (1.22). Now by the reasons as in theproof of part (1) one can assume that  = idR or  = ptR. We leave the detailsto the reader.(ad 3) The existence part of the assertion follows from (1.22).If F : FM ! FM is another product preserving bundle functor such thatF = , then  : F ! TF = T is an equivalence because of the part (1) of thetheorem. Remark. The described in Example 1.2 correspondence "F ! F" is not a bi-jection between the product preserving bundle functors on bered manifolds andthe natural transformations of product preserving bundle functors on manifolds.Similarly, the described in Example 1.5 correspondence " ! T" is not a bijec-tion between the natural transformations of product preserving bundle functorson manifolds and the product preserving bundle functors on bered manifolds.It remains to discuss relationships between natural transformations of bundlefunctors on bered manifolds and commutative diagrams of natural transforma-tions of bundle functors on manifolds. To all be clear it is sucient to prove thefollowing theorem.2.2. Theorem. Let F; F : FM ! FM be two product preserving bundlefunctors. Let F : GF ! HF and F : GF ! HF be the corresponding naturaltransformations as in Example 1.2. Let (; ) be a pair of natural transformations = fMg : GF ! GF and  = fMg : HF ! HF such that the diagram(2:2) GF (M ) M    ! GF (M )FM??y ??yFMHF (M ) M    ! HF (M )is commutative for any manifold M . Then  = fg : F ! F given by thecompositions(2:3)  : F ()  ! TF () ~(;)    ! TF ()  1  ! F ()for any bered manifold  (see (1.21) and (1.23)) is the unique natural trans-formation F ! F such that  =  and  = , where  : GF ! GF and : HF ! HF are corresponding to  as in Example 1.2.Proof. It is sucient to verify that M = M and M = M for any manifoldM .Since the bundle functors GF ;HF ; GF ;HF are product preserving we can assumethat M = R. So, it remains to prove that idR = R and ptR = R.
PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLE FUNCTORS ON FIBERED MANIFOLDS 315If a 2 F (idR), thenidR(a) = ( 1idR  ( ; )idR idR )(a) (by (1.23) and (1.21))= ( 1idR  ( ; )idR)(a; F (idR)(a)) (by (2.1))=  1idR(R(a); R(F (idR)(a))) (by (1.4))=  1idR(R(a); F (idR)(R(a))) (by (2.2) as F (idR) = FR)= R(a) (by (2.1)) ;i.e. idR = R. Similarly, ptR = R.Now we prove the uniqueness part of the theorem. Suppose that ~ : F ! F isanother natural transformation such that ~ =  and ~ = . Then (in particular)~idR = R = idR and ~ptR = R = ptR. Hence ~ =  for any bered manifold (because of the same reasons as in the proof of the part (2) of Theorem 2.1). Remark. Theorem 2.2 shows that given two product preserving bundle functorsF; F on bered manifolds the described in Example 1.2 correspondence " !(; )" is a bijection between the natural transformations F ! F and the pairs(; ) of natural transformations  : GF ! GF and  : HF ! HF such that thediagram (1.3) (with F : GF ! HF and F : GF ! HF instead of  : G ! Hand  : G! H respectively) is commutative for any manifoldM .To present a corollary of Theorem 2.1 we need a preparation.We say that two bundle functors F; F on bered manifolds are equivalent ifthere exists a natural equivalence F ! F .We say that two natural transformations  : G ! H and  : G ! H betweenbundle functors on manifolds are equivalent if there exist two natural equivalences = fMg : G ! G and  : H ! H such that the diagram (1.3) is commutativefor any manifoldM .2.3. Corollary. The described in Example 1.2 correspondence "F ! F " in-duces a bijection between the equivalence classes of product preserving bundlefunctors on bered manifolds and the equivalence classes of natural transforma-tions of product preserving bundle functors on manifolds. The inverse bijection isinduced by the described in Example 1.5 correspondence "! T".Proof. The correspondence "[F ]! [F ]" is well-dened. For, if  : F ! F is anatural equivalence, then so are the dened in Example 1.2 natural transformations;  .The correspondence "[]! [T]" is well-dened. For, if  is equivalent to  anda pair (; ) realizes this equivalence, then the described in Example 1.5 naturaltransformation ~(; ) : T ! T  is a natural equivalence.From Theorem 2.1 (1) it follows that [F ] = [TF ] if F is product preserving.From Theorem 2.1 (3) it follows that [] = [F ] if F = T. We end this paper with the following application of Corollary 2.3.
316 W.M. MIKULSKIWe say that a bundle functor F : FM! FM has the manifold property if forevery manifoldM the manifold F (idM ) is dieomorphic to M .For example, all vertical Weil bundle functors VA : FM ! FM, cf. [3], areproduct preserving bundle functors with the manifold property.Conversely, if F : FM ! FM is a product preserving bundle functor withthe manifold property and F : GF ! HF is the corresponding natural trans-formation as in Example 1.2, then GF is naturally equivalent to the dened by(1.5) functor i(1) :M! FM and HF is (by the well-known description of prod-uct preserving bundle functors on manifolds, cf. [1],[4],[2]) naturally equivalent tothe Weil functor TA : M ! FM for Weil algebra A = HF (R). Consequently,F : GF ! HF is equivalent to the unique natural transformation i(1) ! TA.Similarly, VA : GVA ! HVA is equivalent to i(1) ! TA. Hence [F ] = [VA].Therefore [F ] = [VA].Thus we have proved the following corollary.2.4. Corollary. Let F : FM ! FM be a product preserving bundle functor.Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) F has the manifold property;(ii) F is naturally equivalent with a vertical Weil functor VA : FM! FM.Acknowledgement. The paper has been written during the author's stay inBrno. The author is grateful to Prof. I. Kolar for the invitation and for his helpduring the work on this paper.I would like to thank J. Slovak for corrections.References[1] D.J. Eck, Product preserving functors on smooth manifolds, J. Pure and Applied Algebra42(1986), 133-140.[2] G. Kainz, P.W. Michor, Natural transformations in dierential geometry, CzechoslovakMath. J. 37(1987), 584-607.[3] I. Kolar, P. W. Michor, J. Slovak,Natural Operations in Dierential Geometry, Springer-Ver-lag, Berlin 1993.[4] O.O. Luciano,Categories of multiplicative functors and Weil's innitely near points, NagoyaMath. J. 109(1988), 69-89.[5] A. Morimoto, Prolongations of connections to bundles of innitely near points, J. Di. Geo.11(1976), 479-498.[6] A. Weil, Theorie des points proches sur les varietes dierentielles, Strasbourg 1953, 111-117.Institute of MathematicsJagiellonian UniversityKrakow, Reymonta 4POLANDE-mail : mikulski@im.uj.edu.pl
